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06/02/2020 04:48 PM - quba42

Status:

CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

Estimated time:

0:00 hour

Groomed:

No

Version - Debian:

Sprint Candidate:

No

Platform Release:

Tags:

Target Release Debian:

Sprint:

OS:

Quarter:

Category:
Sprint/Milestone:

2.6.0b1

Severity:

1. Low

Triaged:

No

Description
At minimum a link to the pulp website and the pulp_deb issue tracker would be good to have here:
https://pypi.org/project/pulp-deb/
Associated revisions
Revision 1d4bd6d7 - 07/29/2020 02:55 PM - quba42
Add a long_description to the python package
fixes #6882 https://pulp.plan.io/issues/6882
The motivation was to provide a "project description" on pypi.org. This necessitated another rework of the README.md file to make it usable for
arbitrary locations. There was some minor cleanup of setup.py as informed by pulpcore and pulp_rpm.

History
#1 - 07/22/2020 03:22 PM - quba42
Suggested description (a modified version of the GitHub README file):
A Pulp plugin to host APT repositories.
For more information, please visit the Pulp project home page, or see the plugin documentation. The Git repository used to build this package may be
found on GitHub. If you want to report a bug, see the issue tracker.
#2 - 07/23/2020 10:41 AM - quba42
Apparently the way to achieve this is to add a long_description to setup.py (see pulpcore as an example).
#3 - 07/23/2020 02:45 PM - pulpbot
- Status changed from NEW to POST
PR: https://github.com/pulp/pulp_deb/pull/191
#4 - 07/27/2020 07:04 PM - quba42
- Sprint/Milestone set to Wishlist
#5 - 07/29/2020 03:25 PM - quba42
- Status changed from POST to MODIFIED
Applied in changeset 1d4bd6d768dcb2d4ec1a20ff913070bc0ad64a58.
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#6 - 09/01/2020 10:41 PM - quba42
- Sprint/Milestone changed from Wishlist to 2.6.0b1
#7 - 03/30/2021 11:09 AM - quba42
- Status changed from MODIFIED to CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE
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